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Why I chose this topic?

• Highlight  research capabilities 

• Comprehensive knowledge 

• I made this - it is my creation
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Contextual Model for Data Sharing in Smartphone Applications

• Most personal device, always with us [1] 

• New paradigm of computing and interfaces 

• Everything available as apps [2] 

• Less power, less storage, more things to do 

• Increases efforts to do the same things as 
desktop / laptop computers

Problem Space
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Contextual Model for Data Sharing in Smartphone Applications

• Different apps for different tasks, but same context 

• Same information required / inputted  

• When apps do not share contexts: 

User must explicitly provide data 

Enter text, select buttons or responses 

Repeat instructions

Exchange of information in apps
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Contextual Model for Data Sharing in Smartphone Applications

• Context matters - if app knows context, can target 
towards better services [3] 

• Contextual services leverage limitation of device [4] 

• Better features, more competitive, good for users

use contexts to better services
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Breakdown

1. Definition: What is Context? 

2. Datastore: How to store Context? 

3. Context Model: How to use/share Context?
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Context Definition

• Apps best know the context of their information 

• Different apps have access to different information within the same context, 
but no means to consolidate the entire context or information 

• To define context and its associated information, use schema

“Context comprises of any information related to or affecting the users 
activities and tasks. This information includes time, location, weather, 
sensor information, and all information the user is presented with or 
enters on or related to a task.” - formal definition, extended from Dey [5]
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Context Schema
Event { 

Title 
Date/Time 

Location { 
GPS [x,y] 
Place 

} 

Contacts [] { 
Name 
Numbers [] 
Address [] 

} 
}

A formal way to express 
contextual information 
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Embedded Contexts
Location and Contacts 
are separate pieces of 

information, 
but related to Event 

so embed them in the 
definition 

Event { 
Title 
Date/Time 

Location { 
GPS [x,y] 
Place 

} 

Contacts [] { 
Name 
Numbers [] 
Address [] 

} 
}
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Extended Contexts

Extend the contextual 
information to represent 
different types of Events

Movie { 
Event* {…} 

Ticket { 
Ticket no 
Booking ref 
Seats [] 

} 

Vouchers / Coupons { 
Voucher no 
Validity 

} 
}
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Context Datastore
• Storage capacity limited on device 

• Cloud storage expensive for sync and frequent 
operations 

• Frequently used information must be cached 

Therefore, some form of on-device storage 
necessary
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Context Datastore

• Responsible for managing and storing contextual 
information 

• Keeps data even when app that created it is 
uninstalled 

• Apps can share data via the context datastore
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Context Datastore 
Performance

• Size affects performance of queries 

• For security reasons, apps cannot directly interact with 
data (no explicit deletions) 

• Deletion managed by Deletion Policy 

• What is to be deleted (data records)

• When is it to be deleted (event that triggers deletion)

• How to manage relations (embedded / extended)
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System Model
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Implementation Model
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Ticket booking

Messaging 
attendees

Navigating 
to Event

Notification 
at Location
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Metrics and Testing

• Size of Database 

• Speed of queries 

• Impact on operation of other apps 

• Impact of Usability of the device
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Queries & Size of Database
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User perception

• HCI cap for lag at 100ms [6] 

• Restrict optimum size to keep query operations 
within 100ms 

• Either trim database, or limit results returned via 
querying
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CPU load
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Security and Privacy
• Very difficult to recognise app operational intent 

• Use existing permissions model to access contexts 

• App declare at compile-time what contexts they 
wish to use / access 

• System checks at run-time for operational 
permissions
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Conclusion

• Useful model to offset device limitations, and offer 
better services to users 

• Practically feasible as seen from implementation 

• Apps can design new services and features based 
on availability of contextual information
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Future - Ideas
• Extend the model to include cloud storage / models 

• Cloud has more processing and storage power, 
can come up with better relations and use cases 

• Device datastore can act as local copy or cache 

• Contextual model can be used to develop entirely 
new services for IoT
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“End of presentation” 
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Points I’m aware of, but not included 
in the slides due to time constraints

• Use of formal existing schemas to define 
knowledge facts and queries 

• Store relation between contexts instead of 
embedding them 

• Complexity of embedding/extending contexts as 
opposed to having schema less data fields

Context Definition
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Points I’m aware of, but not included 
in the slides due to time constraints

• Store data in the cloud, do the processing there, 
return results. REST API or similar. 

• Whether apps own the data, can they freely write or 
change data records. 

• Contextual clashes - when two apps try to change 
the same data record with different contexts

Context Datastore
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Points I’m aware of, but not included 
in the slides due to time constraints

• Other databases - NoSQL (document, graph) 

• iOS implementation or its challenges and limitations 

• Deletion policy via paging algorithms - FIFO, LIFO, 
etc.

Implementation
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Points I’m aware of, but not included 
in the slides due to time constraints

• User Testing 

• Perceptions of usefulness 

• Stress testing of implementation

Usability
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Points I’m aware of, but not included 
in the slides due to time constraints

• Ease of adoption for existing apps 

• Ease of adoption for existing platforms (Android/
iOS) 

• Extend to other devices - IoT, wearables, etc.

Adoption
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